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        التعليم الثانوي ةأستاذ/  بن خليل صورية: إعداد 
 

PART ONE: Reading                                                         (  15 points)   
 A)Comprehension:                                                          (8 points)   
      Read the text carefully and do the activities         
  13th November, 2015 
            A new and damning report from the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) has 
turned the athletics world upside down. The report focuses on Russia and claims that 
doping is prevalent throughout Russian athletics. The report goes so far to say that doping 
in Russian athletics was state-sponsored 
         The country could be suspended from all international competitions if it does not 
acknowledge the claims made in the report and take drastic actions to address them.. 
Senior figures in the International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) will 
recommend that Russia be suspended from competitions. WADA also called for lifetime 
bans for 10 Russian athletes. 
        Russian officials have hit back at the findings of the WADA report and called them 
"groundless". Russian Sports Minister Vitaly Mutko commented on the possibility of 
Russia being banned from taking part in the 2016 Olympics in Rio de Janeiro. He said it 
was inconceivable that this could happen. He stated: "I would not like to consider such 
option. We have young sportsmen, for whom it will be their first Olympics." He added 
that" "Clean sportsmen should not suffer. They achieve their results by hard work. We 
must protect them." A spokesman for Russian President Vladimir Putin said: "As long as 
there is no evidence, it is difficult to consider the accusations, which appear rather 
unfounded."  
                                                     The Guardian / ctv News / Russia Today 
 

   1- Say whether these statements are true or false. 
       a)- A report says that the Russian state encourages doping.  
       b)- Russia has been suspended from all international athletics competitions.   
       c)- Russia has said there is no truth in the claims in the report.  
       d)- All Russian athletes have previous Olympic experience.  
 

   2- Answer these questions according to the text. 
      a)- What does the report of Wada claim? 
      b)- What consequences could the report have? 
      c)- What conclusion does the Russian president draw about the report? 
 

   3- In which paragraph are the sanctions against Russia mentioned? 
 

   4- What or who do the underlined words in the text refer to? 
        It §2  -  them §2  -  them §3  -  them §3 
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 B) Text Exploration:                                                  ( 7 points) 
    1- Find in the text words that are the synonyms of the following. 
         Admit §2 - participating §3 -  reach §3 -  proof §3 
  

   2- Complete the table as shown in the table. 
 

           verb           noun        adjective 
example: to know 
………………….. 

……………….. 
to achieve 

knowledge 
………………….. 

competition 
………………… 

knowledgeable 
prevalent 

………………… 
……………………. 

 
  3- Rewrite sentence (b) so that it means the same as ( a). 
     1a- A new report has turned the athletics world upside down. 
       b-The athletics world…………………………………………… 
     2a- He said it was inconceivable that this could happen. 
       b- “…………………………………………………………,” he said. 
     3a- "As there is no evidence, it is difficult to consider the accusations, which appear  
            rather unfounded," he said.  
      b- He said that……………………………………………………… 
 

   4- Fill in the gaps with words from the list. 
        athletic  - effects - dangerous -  succeed - ability  - athlete 
        Performance - enhancing drugs have the……… or potential to improve  
      ……….performance in certain instances. These drugs, however, can be extremely  
      …………and, in certain situations, deadly. The negative ……………..these drugs  
      can have on one’s body explain why no …..should ever use them to…………….. in sport. 
 

   5- Classify the following words according to their stressed syllables.  
          sportsmen -  athletics  - damning  - competitions     
 

 
  
 
 
II - PART TWO: Written Expression                          (5 points) 
  Choose ONE of the following topics 
   Topic 1:  
          Using the notes given write a composition of about 100 words on the reasons why  
    athletes mustn’t take drugs. 
         Unethical- cheating- medal not deserved - scandal - shame  -   dangerous for health  -   
    serious damage - death 
 

    Topic 2:  
         Write a composition of about 100 words on the following. 
    Do you agree with people who say that “Athletes who take drugs should be banned for  
    life”?  

 first syllable    second syllable   third syllable 
 
 

  


